Lledr Hall OEC
Steering Group
Background
Lledr Hall is Salford City Council’s residential adventure activity Centre. It is
located in the heart of the Snowdonia National Park. It offers a wide range of
activities from ropes courses and canoeing on-site to climbing on local crags,
exploring mines, riding bikes through the forests and scaling gorges with dramatic
waterfalls. The highly experienced and talented staff team that have between them
years of experience and all the qualifications in this specialised area of teaching
are also all qualified teachers. It aims to provide high quality personal, social and
environmental education through outdoor and residential experiences, allowing
every individual to enjoy their time at the Centre and to go away with lots of
fantastic memories that will stay with them for the rest of their lives. To date, the
Centre has influenced and changed the lives of over 70,000 Salford children
Programmes are tailor made to meet the aims and objectives of each group
ensuring the maximum benefit for each and every individual. Taking part in the well
led and carefully managed adventurous activities promotes increased selfconfidence, motivation and independence. On all activities, course participants
work together with others, improving their inter-personal skills, to achieve success.
This success demonstrates firsthand the benefits that come from working with
others to achieve shared goals.
The centre regularly caters for groups of up to 36 individuals and up to 6 leaders
however there is some scope for bigger groups.
At present most of the groups using the centre are from the City of Salford
however, groups from further afield are welcomed. The Centre has a strong
reputation in Salford schools, a fact reflected in the high number of repeat
bookings.
Aims
The Steering Group’s purpose will be to oversee the operational interface between
the Council, users and the Centre by:





Monitoring the quality of provision
Advising the Centre on developments and opportunities within the authority
Keeping up to date with achievements and developments at the Centre
Maintaining an open channel of communication between stakeholders and the
Head of Centre.
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Board membership
The Group will consist of representatives from all aspects of educational provision,
and representatives of Salford City Council. The role of the steering group is seen
as significant by the Council and it is expected that members will act on behalf of
all schools and educational provision / facilities within the city.
Proposed frequency / location
The Group will meet once each term at Salford Civic Centre.
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